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Note: This document contains  simple visualisations of the Frontier 
products in comparison to the selection of subscription packages available.

We have of course not included factors ranging from; True material cost in your 
location, local shipping costs, labor, and production times to name a few. 

All of these factors can be difficult to pin-point. However the purpose of this 
document is to help visualise the potential for profit and the competitiveness of 
the available Outpost packages. 

Furthermore, all prices used are from the Frontier Design price list (July 2020). 
These prices are recommended retail prices which can be changed dependant 
on supply, demand and production costs. All prices mentioned are in Euros €. 

With a monthly cost of between 499€ and 899€ our packages allow for 
profits for various business types. Whether a start-up with limited funds or an 
established business. Our primary aim is to provide value for money, via a 
wide array of tools and services. 

What do we offer? 

• Commercial License to sell Frontier Design products 
• Optimised .dxf furniture files 
• Product image database 
• Visibility via our website and social media platforms 
• Clickable link to your website from our ‘get quote’ section 
• Customer and manufacturer assembly guidelines 
• Standardised production; materials, hardware and software 
• Access to community forum and direct contact with a Frontier Design team 

member 
• Quarterly product releases* 
• Product iteration updates 
• Access to innovation via our products but as part of a sharing economy 

focussed on providing high quality products that are affordable and local. 



Speed: Our service allow makers to skip conceptual and go straight to 
the physical. Designing, prototyping, resolving and putting into 
production is an extremely time consuming and expensive process. That 
is without considering other aspects that must be completed before a 
product is ready to sell such as product photography. With Frontier 
Design, you are a matter of hours away from fabricating any product from 
our library. A product that looks good and works. 

Flexibility: Our products are primarily for the CNC woodworking industry. 
We currently  offer over 40 products that can be selected individually for 
small runs, or full systems that can be the bedrock of your business. The 
choice is entirely up to you, the maker. 

High Profit margins: Below are some following examples of sales. This is 
to highlight the value for money of the Frontier Design packages. 



 
 

 

 
 
 

Standard subscription package: 499€
Example A:

Customer A order:

Björnlandet - Wheel Base 100 €
Haparanda - Double Vinyl 135 €
Åsnen - Double Locker 150 €
Norra Kvill - Single Open 90 €

Gross profit:  475 €

- Materials:  135€*
- Shipping:   N/Included
- Labor:        N/Included

Net profit: 340 €

Customer B order:

Kompis - Desk 330 €
Gullig - Stool 115 €
Ängsö - Leg Base 95 €

Gross profit:  540 €

- Materials:  135 €*
- Shipping:   N/Included
- Labor:        N/Included

Net profit: 405 €

The example shown above shows sales and profit potential from two customers. As noted at the 
beginning of this document, there are factors that have been omitted. This is purely to highlight 
potential profit.


However from just two sales, the subscription cost has been paid and profit has been made. 


If you take the average profit of the two customer order examples shown and calculate the profit 
with ten customer sales p/m then net profit jumps to; Total net: 3725€  

If you now compare the Standard subscription package to a commission based on the profit, 
differences become stark. If we use the previous numbers.

Standard monthly subscription package: 499€ - Total net: 3226€

Example if this was commission based (25%): 931.25€ - Total net: 2793.75€

Total Net: 745 €
* Plywood calculated at 90€ per sheet



 

 

 

 

Premium subscription package: 649€
Example B:

Customer A order:

Multi Plus - Wall Mount (L) 200 €
Multi Plus - Single Shelf (L) x4 260 €
Multi Plus - Drop Box (L) 95 €
Multi Plus - Light Shelf x 4 120 €

Gross profit:  675 €

- Materials:   N/Included*
- Shipping:   N/Included
- Labor:        N/Included

Net profit: 675 €

Customer B order:

Multi Plus - Wall Mount (L)   200 €
Multi Plus - Single Shelf (L) x 2.  130 €
Multi Plus - Desk   120 €

Gross profit:  450 €

- Materials: N/Included*
- Shipping:  N/Included
- Labor:       N/Included

Net profit: 450 €

* Profit margin on Multi Plus much higher due to the high production layout

EXAMPLE

The example shown above shows sales and profit potential from two customers. As 
noted at the beginning of this document, there are factors that have been omitted. This is 
purely to highlight potential profit.


However from just two sales, the subscription cost has been paid and profit has been 
made. 


If you take the average profit of the two customer order examples shown and calculate 
the profit with ten customer sales p/m then net profit jumps to; Total net: 5625€  

If you now compare the Standard subscription package to a commission based on 
the profit, differences become stark. If we use the previous numbers.

Standard monthly subscription package: 649€ - Total net: 4976€

Example if this was commission based (25%): 1406.25€ - Total net: 4218.75€

Total Net: 1125 €



 

 

 

 
 
 

Pro subscription package: 899€
Example C:

Customer A order:

Multi Plus - Wall Mount (L) 200 €
Multi Plus - Single Shelf (L) x4 260 €
Multi Plus - Drop Box (L) 95 €
Multi Plus - Light Shelf x 4 120 €

Gross profit:  675 €

- Materials:   N/Included*
- Shipping:   N/Included
- Labor:        N/Included

Net profit: 675 €

Customer B order:

Enkelt - Table 340 €
Enkelt - Bench x2 300 €
Björnlandet - Wheel Base 100 €
Haparanda - Double Vinyl 135 €
Åsnen - Double Locker 150 €

Gross profit:  1025 €

- Materials:  135 € + N/Included**
- Shipping:  N/Included
- Labor:       N/Included

Net profit: 890 €

* Profit margin on Multi Plus much higher due to the high production layout

The example shown above shows sales and profit potential from two customers. As 
noted at the beginning of this document, there are factors that have been omitted. This is 
purely to highlight potential profit.


However from just two sales, the subscription cost has been paid and profit has been 
made. 


If you take the average profit of the two customer order examples shown and calculate 
the profit with ten customer sales p/m then net profit jumps to; Total net: 7825 €  

If you now compare the Standard subscription package to a commission based on 
the profit, differences become stark. If we use the previous numbers.

Standard monthly subscription package: 899€ - Total net: 6926 €

Example if this was commission based (25%): 1956.25 € - Total net: 5868.75 €

** Plywood calculated at 90€ per sheet

Total Net: 1565 €
EXAMPLE



We wish to be part of a growing trend towards social manufacturing. A new 
business model where the power of individuals is harnessed creating a 
community of local makers providing high quality products at affordable 

prices.  

Outpost Programme


